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To all whom it may concern.
Be it known that I, ALEXANDER DEY, a

sented merely by dotted lines, the only part
of said mechanism which is shown in full

lines being the min rite-handle spindle o, from

subject of the Queen of Great Britain, resid
ing at Glasgow, in the county of Lanai-k, in which the greater portion of the recording 55
Scot-land, have invented new and useful Im mechanism partakcs motion. On this spin
provements in lime-Recorders, (for which I dle is mounted loosely the wheel G, which is
have obtained a patent in Great Britain Feb provided in its periphery with V-shaped
ruary 3, 1888, No. 1,6ll,) of which the fol notches, as shown in Fig. 6 of the drawings, 60
lowing, taken in connection with the accom and has affixed to it an elongated hub or
panying drawings, is a full, clear, and exact sleeve C’, surrounding the said spindle, and to

IO

description.
This invention consists in a novel construc

tion and combination, with a clock, of mech
anisms by means of which employés of shops,
factories, and other establishmemis may be
enabled to record the time of their entering
and leaving their place of business, and thus

a squared end portion of this sleeve is ?rmly
secured a time-printing type-wheel L, so as
to compel the latter to rotate with the sleeve,
which latter is caused to turn with the min

65

ute-hand spindle by means of a spring 0, pro
jecting from a collar rigidly secured to the
spindle 0, the end of which spring is secured
to
a stud-pin c’, secured to the wheel 0. This
save the extra expense of watchmen or time
keepers usually employed for the aforesaid yielding connection of the wheels 0 and L 70
with the minute-hand spindle 0 is necessary,
purpose.
The invention is fully illustrated in the an~ in order to allow the type-wheel L to register

‘ nexed drawings, in which Figure l is a front

with other type-wheels, hereinafter described.

The type-wheel L presents on its peripheral
elevation of my improved time-reeordin g ap
paratus. Fig. 2 is a rear view of said-appa face consecutive numbers from O to (30,uni~
ratus with the door opened to illustrate the for'mly distributed around the said face.
To the frame R’ is rigidly secured a tubu
inclosed mechanisms. Fig. 3 is a side eleva‘
tion having the greater portion of the side lar hub 0’, through which the sleeve 0’ passes,
plate of the case broken away to illustrate the and on the said hub are mounted loosely the
inclosed mechanisms. Fig. l is a vertical recording type-wheels D D’, as shown in FiO‘. So
transverse section on line a‘, Fig. 1}, viewed 7 of the drawings. Said type-wheels are thus
from the front of the apparatus. Fig. 5 is a rotary independently of the time-printing
detail view of the hour-wheel and its actuat type-wheel L. They are provided, respect

ing mechanism. Fig. (3 represents detached ively, with segmental racks E E’, formed with
plan views of the respective type-wheels and V- shaped notches corresponding to those of 85

35 racks. Fig. 7 is an enlarged sectional view
of the axial supports of the various wheels
and minute-hand spindle. Fig. 8 is a detail
view of the connection of the plunger with the
platen. Fig. 9 presents face views of the dif
ferent type-wheels. Fig. 10 is an enlarged
face view of the escapement which controls
the m vement of the hour-wheel; and Fig.
11 is a transverse section of the same on line

1/11, Fie- 10
45

b‘imilar letters of reference indicate corre

the wheel 0. To the wheels D D’ are attached

indicators g g’, which extend through seg
mental slots in the front plate of the case,
which latter has aflixed to it index-plates T
T’, as shown in Fig. l of the drawings.
9O
The types of the wheels D D’ represent
numbers, those of the wheel D being arranged
in two sets ranging from O to 9 and running
from the center of the face of the wheel in
opposite directions, as illustrated in Fig. 9 of 95

the drawings, and the index-plate T, to which

the indicator 9 of the wheel 1) points, is num
A represents a case, of any suitable form, bered correspondingly. One set of the num
inclosing the clock mechanism 13 and the re bers on the index-plate T is marked “ In ” and

spending parts.

cording mechanism, hereinafter described. the other set is marked “ Out,” and the set of

The clock mechanism may be of any suitable numbers on the wheel D, corresponding to the
and well~known type, and is therefore repre set marked “ Out,” as aforesaid, has a star at

2

-

the side of each number.
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The numbers on

the wheel D’ range from 1 to 20, distributed
uniformly over the length of the face of said
wheel, and the index-plate T, to which the in
dicator g’ of said wheel points, is numbered
in the same manner.

to correspond to the V-shaped notches of the
wheels 0 and racks E E’, with which said
detent is adapted to engage; Said detent is 70
provided with a stem at’, which passes through
a guide a, secured to the frame R’, as shown
in Fig. 3 of the drawings. By means of a

G denotes the hour-wheel, which receives spiral spring a, surrounding the stem to’, be

motion from a driving~wheel TV, which is in
dependent of the clock mechanism B, and op
IO

erated by a coil-spring 1;, connected at one

tween the under side of the guide or and a 75
collar 11.’ on said stem, the detent F is forced
toward the wheel 0 and racks E E’, and it is

end to the wheel NV and at the opposite end held normally out of engagement therewith
to the stationary support of the wheel, as illus by means of a lever f, pivoted to a ?xed sup

trated in Fig. 5 of the drawings, said driving port intermediate of its length and bearing
Wheel meshing with a pinion 0’, attached ‘to with one end against the under side of the
the hub of the hour-wheel. To the opposite collar 71’, and having its opposite end passing
side of this hour-wheel is rigidly secured a under a pin 25, projecting from opposite sides
type-wheel 4., bearing the numbers from 1 to of the plunger H, as best seen in Fig. 2 of the
12, consecutivelydistributed over the periph drawings. Between the arm 10 and a ?xed
eral face thereof, as represented in Fig. 9 of plate sis an expansive spiral spring d, sur 85
20 the drawings.
rounding the stem d’, and exerting a down
The motion of the hour-wheel is controlled ward force on the arm to and plunger H,
so as to harmonize with the movement of the connected thereto. Said downward force,
clock mechanism by means of an escapement overcoming the force of the spring a, causes
mechanism receiving motion from the min the detent F to be held normally out of en
25 ute-hand spindle, said escapement mechan gagement with the wheel 0 and racks E E’
ism consisting of two detents of the form of by means of the lever f.
elongated spring-plates I Lwhieh are arranged
S represents a bell-crank lever pivoted to
vertically lengthwise side by side, and are rig the bridge R, and having one of its arms 95
idly attached at their upper ends and sus

connected with an arm h, secured to the

pended from a bridge R, secured to the sup plunger H. The other arm of the lever S
porting-frame R’ of the mechanism. The projects beyond the periphery of the herein
hour-wheel G has projecting from its periph before-described type-wheels, and has adj ust
ery teeth 0’ c’, uniformly distributed around ably connected to it the inking-roller U by

the same, and the lower or free ends of the

IOC

the attaching-screw thereof passing through

35 aforesaid detents lie normally in the path of a longitudinal slot in the lever, as shown in

said teeth. To the sides of the detents, fac Figs. 2 and 5 of the drawings.
ing the type-wheel L, are attached cams b b,
0 denotes the impression~receiving ribbon '
that of one detent being below that of the or band, which is wound upon a spool V in

other detent, and from the adjacent side of the usual manner, and passes thence between

the type-wheel L project lugs or spurs e e in
such relative positions that one is caused ‘to
traverse one of the cams b, and the other
traverses the other of said cams, and said
i spurs are of such lengths that in the rotation
45 of the wheel L the aforesaid spurs are caused
to come in contact with the cams, and thereby

the platen P and type-wheels D, D’, L, and
i, and thence between feed-rolls K K’, by
means of which latter it is drawn along dur

ing each operation of the recording mechan
ism, said feed-rolls receiving motion from the

I10

platen P, to which is secured a block m, and
to the frame R’ is pivoted a lever j, one end
crowd the detents I I alternately laterally of which is connected with the ‘block m and
out of engagement with the teeth of the hour the opposite end has connected to it a pawl k,
wheel G, so that said wheel is allowed to which engages a ratchet J, attached to the I15
50 move intermittent-1y the distance from tooth end of the feed-roll K, as shown in Fig. 2 of
to tooth.
the drawings. The platen P in receding from
P represents a platen, which faces the re the type-wheels causes the lever j to push

spective type-wheels D, D’, L, and 'i, and is the pawl toward the ratchet J, and thereby

- adapted to slide toward and from the same

55 in a guide Z, secured to the frame R’, as illus

[20

impart a partial rotation to the feed-roll K.

A dog is’, pivoted to the frame R’ and engag
trated in Fig. 2 of the drawings. This platen ing the ratchet, serves to prevent reverse mo
is operated by a plunger H, extended verti tion of the feed-roll.
_
cally through the top of the case A, and hav
The operation of my described invention
ing its lower end connected by an arm 10 to is as follows, to wit: Each person required to
a stem d’, projecting downward from the record his or her time is designated by a cer
platen. The upper end of the plunger is tain number contained on the index-plates
connected to one end of a lever N, which is T or T’, or both combined, and before record
pivoted to the top of the case A, and has its ing his or her time he or she must move the
vopposite end projecting to the front of said indicator or indicators 9 g’ to the number on 130
65 case, so as to be convenient of access for the the plate or plates T T’ corresponding to the
operator.
number by which said person is designated.
F represents a detent, which is V-shaped In doing this the type-wheels D D’ are set in
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positions to bring corresponding numbers op

anism and minute-hand spindle, of a time

posite the platen. The clock mechanism B
being in motion causes the minutehand spin
dle o to rotate the time-printing type-wheel
L and notched wheel 0 synchronously with
said spindle, and the hour-wheel II, with its
type-wheel 'i, is caused to move at the requi

printing type-wheel arranged rotary with said
spindle, recording type-wheels arranged con

mechanism I I and c c, hercinbefore described.

plunger and facing the respective type

cen trio with the time-printing type-wheel and
rotary independently thereof, indicators on
he recording type-wheels, a detent actuated
by the plunger and adapted to engage the re
site proportion. of speed by the escapement cording type-wheel, a platen carried on the

IO

The person recording his or her time having wheels, and an .impression-reeeiving band

set the indicators g’ g in their requisite posi passing between the typewheels and platen,
tions, as aforesaid, depresses the free end of substantially as set forth.
the lever N, and thereby causes the plunger
The combination, with. the clock mech 80
II to be drawn up, and thus allow the detent anism and minute-hand spindle, of a time
F to drop into engagement with the notched printing type-wheel arranged rotary with said
wheel 0 and racks E E’ and hold the same spindle, recording typewheels arranged con
stationary during the movement in which the , centricall y with the time-printing type-wheel

plunger it throws the platen up toward the and rotary independently thereof, indicators
type-wheels and causes the latter to impress on the recording type-wheels, segmental racks
20

the band 0, the type-wheels D I)’ impress having V shaped notches and rigidly at
ing the number of the person recording‘ his tached to and concentric with the latter type
or her time and the type-wheels II and L ini

pressing the hour and minute of recording.

wheels, a plunger movable at will of the op
erator, a V-shaped detent actuated by the
plunger and adapted to engage the notches of

It is the momentary detention of the move
25 ment of the wheel G and type-wheel L which the aforesaid racks, a platen carried on the ‘

requires the spring-connection of said parts plunger and facing the respective type-wheels,

to the minute-spindle o, as hereinbefore de
scribed. As soon as the recording is effected

and an impression—receivin g band passing be~

tween the type-wheels and platen, substan 95

the lever N is to be released by the operator, tially as set forth and shown.
and the wheel 0 and type-wheel L are then al~
4:. In combination with the clock mech
lowed to proceed with the movement of the anism and minute- hand spindle, a wheel
minute~hand spindle.
mounted loosely on said spindle and pro
IVhen desired to record the time of enter vided with V~shaped notches in its periphery,
ing the place of business, the operator is to a spring connecting said wheel to the spindle,
turn the indicator _(/ toward the side of the

I00

a type-wheel ?xed to the hub of the afore—

plate T, marked “In,” and in recording the said wheel, a V-shaped dctent adapted to en
time of leaving the place of business the op

gage the notched'wheel, a plunger movable

erator must turn the said indicator toward at will of the operator and actuating the de
‘ the side of the plate marked “()ut,’7 and this tent, a platen carried on the plunger-and fac
40 latter movement turns that portion of the ing the type-wheel, and an impression-receiv

type-wheel I) over the platen I’, which bears
a star opposite each number, said star dis
tinguishing the time of leaving from the time
of entering the place of business. The con
45 nection of the lever S with the plunger II

'ing band passing between the type-wheel and
platen, substantially as described and shown.
5. In combination with the clock mechan

IIO

ism and minute-hand spindle, a driving-wheel
independent of the clock mechanism, an hour

causes the inking'roller to be moved over the wheel receiving motion from said driving
faces of the tyliie-wheels in one direction dur wheel, and an escapement mechanism receiv
ing the ascent of the plunger and in the op in g motion from the min lite-hand spindle and I15
posite direction by the descent of the plunger controlling the movement of the said hour
and thus the types are automatically supplied wheel, as set forth.
with ink.
6. In combination with the clock mech
Having described my invention, what I claimv anism and minutehand spindle, a driving
as new, and desire to secure by Letters Pat wheel independent of the clock mechanism,
an hour-wheel receiving motion from said
ent, is
1. The combination, with the clock mech driving-wheel, an escapement mechanism re
anism and minute-hand spindle, of a time ceiving motion from the minute-hand spindle
printing type-wheel arranged rotary with said and controlling the movement of the hour
spindle, recording type-wheels arranged con~ wheel, a type-wheel fastened to the side of 125
centric with the time-printing type-wheel and the hour-wheel, a platen movable toward and
60 rotary independently thereof, indicators on from the said type-wheel, and an impression"
the recording type-wheels, a plunger mova receiving band passing between said platen
ble atwill of the operator, a platen connected and type~wheel, substantially as described
to the plunger and facin the respective type and shown.
~
130
7. In combination with the clock mech
wheels, and an impression-receiving band
65 passing between the type-wheels and platen, anism and minute-hand spindle, a wheel
as set forth.
mounted on and rotating with the said spin

2. The combination, with the clock mech— dle, a drivingwhcel independent of the clock

411,586
mechanism, an hour-wheel receiving motion hour-wheel G, the platen P, facing the respect"
from said driving-wheel and provided with ive type-Wheels, the plunger H, connected
an annular row of teeth, detents normally in with the platen, the spring d, ‘ forcing the
the path of said teeth, and projections on the platen from the type-Wheels, the lever f, piv
aforesaid Wheel of the minute-hand spindle oted intermediate of its length and connected
disposed in such positions that each of said at opposite ends, respectively, With the de
projections encounters one of the aforesaid tent F and plunger H, the lever N, pivoted '
detents and throws the same out of the path on the case and connected with the aforesaid
of the teeth of the hour-wheel, a type-wheel plunger, the index-plates T T’, secured to the
attached to the side of the hour-wheel, a exterior of the case, and indicators 9 g’, at
platen movable toward and from the said tached, respectively, to the type-wheels D D’,
type-wheel, and an impression-receiving band all combined to operate substantially as set 50

passingbetween the platen and type-wheel,

forth.

~

9. In combination with the type-wheels D,
substantially as described and shown.
8. In combination with the case A, clock D’, and L, platen P, and plunger II, con
15

mechanism, and minute-hand spindle, the
wheel 0, provided with V-shaped notches in
its periphery and provided also with the
sleeve C’, mounted loosely on said spindle,
the spring 0, secured at opposite ends, respect
ively, to the spindle and to the Wheel 0, the

nected with said platen, the bridge R, lever
S, pivoted to said bridge, inking-rollerU,piv 55

oted to said lever, and the arm 71,, attached
to the plunger and coupled to the lever S, sub
stantially as described and shown.

10. In combination with the type-wheels D,
tubular hub 0’, secured to the frame, the D’, and L, and platen P, arranged movably
type-wheels D D’, mounted loosely on the said toward and from said type-wheels, the spool
hub, the segmental racks E E’, rigidly at V, feedérolls K K’, ratchet J, attached to one
25 tached to said type-wheels and having V of said rolls, the lever j, connected at one end
shaped notches, the detent F, arranged mova with the platen, the pawl 70, connected to the
bly toward and from the aforesaid V-shaped opposite end of the lever, the dog It’, engag 65
notches, the sprin ga, forcing the detent toward ing the ratchet, and the band O,passing from
said notches, the type-wheel L, secured to and the spool between feed-rolls, substantially as
rotating with the sleeve C’, the driving-wheel described and shown.
In testimony whereof I havesigned my name
WV, independent of the clock mechanism, the
hour-wheel G, receiving motion from said to this specification in the presence of two sub

driving-wheel and provided with teeth 0’ c’, scribing witnesses.
the detents I I’, normally in the path of said
35 teeth, cams b b, af?xed to the latter detents,
projections e e on the type-wheel L, and each
traversing one of the aforesaid cams, the

type-wheel 2‘, attached to the side of the

ALEXANDER DEY.

lVitnesses:
EDMUND HUNT,
DAVID FERGUSON.

